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Aaron System

Aaron Plaform is…

We know the problems

The Aaron Platform is a new financial platform that combines stable
coin(TabiPay) with fluid value coin(EveryCoin) to solve the problems of
blockchain speed and high variability of cryptocurrency.
We have redefined financial services and changed the paradigm. Financial
service will be transformed from a previous strictly graded, exclusively
centralized systems to a decentralized, comprehensive and scalable
systems.

A third of the global population (⅓) can not still use mainstream finance.
The people who are financially excluded are suffering from high risks and
expensive fees by relying on cash and non-financial markets.
Blockchain technologies have two defects in using in daily life. Low speed
and high fees of transmission make it difficult that blockchain becomes a
payment method.

Our vision is
The first, by creating an unrestricted financial system, we make everyone
in the world can receive the benefits of financial services for free.
The second, everyone in the world gets out of the existing financial
framework and will be able to open and use new financial accounts free of
charge. And Fiat currency, Cryptocurrency, and Digital currency can be
exchanged one another conveniently.

Aaron platform is consist of
EveryCoin(Main BlockChain)
TabiPay(Side BlockChain)
Eco-Chain System(BlockChain system for digital asset)
Aaron Exchange(TabiPay, EveryCoin based market)
Aaron Wallet(DSW - Digital Smart Wallet)

Why is it useful?

How it works…

The TabiPay is the best stable coin to use for pay, transfer, withdraw.

The EveryCoin is the most valuable coin
for digital assets.

① We escrow 100% of the TabiPay by cash.(1 THB for 1 TabiPay)
② The TabiPay is issued based on EveryCoin standard.
It means Whenever we issue the TabiPay, we have to deposit EveryCoin.
(Total Value of the TabiPay has to be same as deposited value of
EveryCoin).
③ You can use Prepaid Card for using TabiPay.
We have a partnership with global payment card system.

① If you use TabiPay a lot, the value of EveryCoin increases.
(As TabiPay is being issued more and more, EveryCoin quantity will be
reduced in the market – EveryCoin standard).
② EveryCoin can be exchanged easily with TabiPay and other
cryptocurrencies.
It means you can use, transfer, withdraw EveryCoin whenever you want.
③ EveryCoin is the key currency for the Aaron Exchange.

It is safe, free, fast, easy to use.

Using TabiPay, Rising EveryCoin.
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Roadmap

Structure
Aaron Platform has a unique structure called
Main BlockChain and Side BlockChain. And they
are connected each other in parallel or series.
Consensus
Hybrid Consensus
- POW(Proof of Work)
- DDPOS(Double Delegated Proof of Stake)

TabiPay Beta Open

2019. 1Q

EveryCoin Global Exchange
open

2019. 2Q

TABI Global Network
(Thailand / Vietnam /
Indonesia)

2020. 3Q

Aaron Block Chain Test net

2021. 2Q

Aaron Platform Beta open

2021. 2Q

Aaron Block Chain Main net
launching

Schedule

Technical Background
Smart Contract
BLAKE-256 Hash Algorithm
Schnorr signature
DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization)
What’s new
Eco-Chain system
DSW(Dynamic Smart Wallet)
DDPOS(Double Delegated Proof of Stake)

2019. 1Q

Category
ENTERPRISE SALE
PRIVATE SALE

Amount

%

Period

Bonus

3,552,000,000 10%

~2018. 08. 20

12,432,000,000 35%

~2018. 08. 20

PRE SALE 1

7,104,000,000 20% 18.08.25~18.09.20 40%

PRE SALE 2

8,880,000,000 25% 18.09.22~18.10.20 25%

ICO
TOTAL

3,552,000,000 10% 18.10.25~18.12.25
35,520,000,000 100%

Who we are…
Established in the USA in 2014, Aaron System has around 100,000
members in US, China, South Korea, the Philippines, Vietnam, and Thailand.
The company develops and operates "TabiPay" system and has recently
launched the newly-developed system.
Early this year, the company completed the development of the
blockchain technology for Aaron platform and established Aaron System
Company Limited in Thailand.
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